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When a question has been answered it is removed from the postponed list.

                    

POSTPONED QUESTIONS

                    

Notice Given Wednesday, August 13 2003

1090. Hon Peter Foss to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training (SO 138(d) response - September 12 2003)

Notice Given Friday, October 17 2003

1300. Hon Adele Farina to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Tuesday, October 21 2003

1308. Hon Norman Moore to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Wednesday, October 22 2003

1313. Hon Peter Foss to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Justice

1314. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

1316. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

1317. Hon Simon O’Brien to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure
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Postponed Questions

1320. Hon Peter Foss to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Thursday, October 23 2003

1321. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

1322. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for the Midwest, Wheatbelt and Great Southern

1336. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Deputy Premier

1337. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for Energy

1339. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

1340. Hon Ray Halligan to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Treasurer

1349. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

1350. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Tourism

1351. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Small Business

1352. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Sport and
Recreation

1353. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Peel and the
South West

1357. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1358. Hon Ray Halligan to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1359. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1360. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

Notice Given Friday, October 24 2003

1363. Hon Derrick Tomlinson to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

1364. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1366. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

1368. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development
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Postponed Questions

1369. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1370. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1371. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1372. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1373. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1374. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1375. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1376. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1377. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1378. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1379. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1380. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1381. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1382. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1383. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1384. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1385. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

1386. Hon Robin Chapple to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

1387. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment
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Notice Given Tuesday, November 11 2003

1388. Hon Alan Cadby to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

1389. Hon Robin Chapple to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education
and Training

1390. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

1391. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1392. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1393. Hon Giz Watson to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

Notice Given Wednesday, November 12 2003

1394. Hon Simon O’Brien to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

1395. Hon Simon O’Brien to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education
and Training

1396. Hon Alan Cadby to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

1397. Hon Robin Chapple to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

1398. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

Notice Given Thursday, November 13 2003

1399. Hon Christine Sharp to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

1400. Hon Jim Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

1401. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for Energy

1402. Hon Dee Margetts to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

Notice Given Friday, November 14 2003

1403. Hon Barbara Scott to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training
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QUESTIONS ASKED TODAY

                    

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

1404. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1405. Hon George Cash to the Minister for the Midwest, Wheatbelt and Great Southern

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1406. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1407. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Heritage

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1408. Hon George Cash to the Minister for the Kimberley, Pilbara and Gascoyne

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1409. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Goldfields-Esperance

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1410. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1411. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Racing and Gaming

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1412. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Government Enterprises

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1413. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Land Information

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1414. Hon George Cash to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1415. Hon George Cash to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Public Sector
Management

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1416. Hon George Cash to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Federal Affairs

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1417. Hon George Cash to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Science

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1418. Hon George Cash to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for Citizenship and
Multicultural Interests

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1419. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Deputy Premier

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1420. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for Energy

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

1421. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for Indigenous Affairs

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1422. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1423. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Treasurer

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1424. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Consumer and Employment Protection

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1425. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister Assisting
the Minister for Public Sector Management

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1426. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Attorney General

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1427. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Electoral Affairs

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1428. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1429. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for Justice

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1430. Hon George Cash to the Minister for Housing and Works representing the Minister for
Community Safety

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1431. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Health

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

1432. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Education and
Training

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1433. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Tourism

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1434. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Small Business

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1435. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Sport and
Recreation

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1436. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Peel and the
South West

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1437. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Community
Development, Women's Interests, Seniors and Youth

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1438. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Disability
Services

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1439. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Culture and the
Arts

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1440. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1441. Hon George Cash to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for State
Development

(1) Are there any Acts of Parliament within your Ministerial responsibility that have only been
partially proclaimed?

(2) If so, will you provide the relevant unproclaimed sections and the reasons for not proclaiming
these sections?

1442. Hon Norman Moore to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development
representing the Minister for the Environment

Can the Minister indicate -

(1) How many times have Appeal Committees been used in appeals against an EPA report in each
of past two years?

(2) How many of those committees were established as one person committees?
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Questions Asked Today

Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(3) Has anyone raised concerns with the Minister about the failure of Fiona Keating to make a
recommendation on the appeals against the EPA report dealing with Coral Coast Resort in her
role as the Appeals Committee dealing with those appeals?

1443. Hon Norman Moore to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

I refer the Premier to his release of the legal advice on the subject of delegation of the Environment
Minister’s duties to the Premier to deal with appeals against the EPA report concerning the Coral
Coast Resort, and ask -

(1) Can the Premier explain why his Ministry sought legal advice from the Solicitor General’s
office on September 19, advice that was subsequently provided on September 22, when legal
advice had already been provided on December 3 2002 by the very same officer from the
Solicitor General’s office?

(2) Why didn’t the Premier show to the media and table in Parliament the earlier legal advice that
he must have relied upon for his answer on September 19, as opposed to the release of advice
obtained after his answer to Parliament?

(3) Can the Premier indicate if the advice given on the September 22 was the same as that given
previously?

(4) If not, what is different in the latest advice?

(5) If the advice was the same, will you table the earlier advice?

(6) If not, why not?

1444. Hon Norman Moore to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

I refer the Premier to his reply to Question without Notice No. 1394 concerning his decision on the
appeals against the EPA’s report and recommendations regarding the Coral Coast Resort proposal, and
ask -

(1) Can the Premier explain why his letters to interested parties acknowledge that the appeals he
was dealing with are against the EPA’s report yet his decision was a decision against the
proposal per se?

(2) Can the Premier provide an explanation why Fiona Keating, as the one person Appeals
Committee charged with preparing a report on the appeals against the EPA’s report, should
produce a recommendation dealing with the proposal itself yet does not produce a
recommendation on whether the appeals against the EPA’s report should be upheld or
dismissed?

(3) Has anyone from the EPA or other interested agencies raised concerns with the Premier over
Fiona Keating’s recommendation failing to address the subject matter of the appeal, that being
appeals against the EPA report rather than the proposal?

(4) If so, who has raised the concerns?
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Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

1445. Hon Norman Moore to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

I refer the Premier to his decision on the appeals against the EPA’s report on the environmental
assessment of the Coral Coast Resort proposal, and ask -

(1) Did the Premier, before establishing an Appeals Committee, request a report from the CEO on
the appeals?

(2) If not, why not?

(3) If such a request was made to the CEO, will the Premier table his request to the CEO and the
CEO’s report to the Premier?

(4) If not, why not?

(5) Did the Premier, before establishing an Appeals Committee, request a report from the EPA on
the appeals?

(6) If not, why not?

(7) If such a request was made to the EPA, will the Premier table the request to the EPA and the
EPA’s report to the Premier?

(8) If not, why not?

1446. Hon Norman Moore to the Leader of the House representing the Premier

I refer the Premier to his reply to Question without Notice No. 1395 concerning his failure to consult
and obtain agreement with other decision making authorities, including the Minister for Planning and
the Carnarvon Shire, on the Coral Coast Proposal, and ask -

(1) Is the Premier aware that the EP Act does not obligate the Minister to adopt Appeal
Committee recommendations on appeals against an EPA report?

(2) Is the Premier aware that the EP Act obligates the Minister to adopt Appeal Committee
recommendations only on appeals against a Minister’s decision?

(3) Is the Premier aware that Fiona Keating, as the one person Appeals Committee, did not
produce a recommendation on the appeals against the report, as was the purpose of the
Appeals Committee?

(4) Since the Premier was aware that he was presiding over an appeal against an EPA report
rather than appeals against the proposal itself, why did the Premier claim that he had to follow
the single recommendation from Fiona Keating as the reason for his failure to follow the legal
due process under Section 45 of the EP Act and obtain agreement with other decision making
authorities?

1447. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Government Enterprises

In relation to the Samson Brook Dam -

(1) Has the dam recently been expanded?

(2) If yes, when and by how much?
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Notice given Tuesday, November 18 2003

(3) For what purpose(s) is the water from this dam used?

(4) Has the dam been tested for pollutants such as hydrocarbons?

(5) If yes, what were the dates and the results of the test(s)?

(6) If hydrocarbons and other pollutants have been found in the dam have their sources been
identified?

(7) Have any bauxite operations been identified as possible sources of pollutants?

(8) If yes, which operations and which pollutants?

1448. Hon Jim Scott to the Minister for Local Government and Regional Development representing
the Minister for the Environment

In relation to the decline and death of tuart trees south of Mandurah -

(1) Has the impact of -

(a) air pollution; and

(b) water pollution,

 from bauxite mining and refining operations been investigated as possible causes?

(2) If yes, who carried out the investigation and when was it done?

(3) What were the findings and will the Minister table a copy of any report(s)?

L B MARQUET
Clerk of the Legislative Council


